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This phase of Project 3DGBR involved manual digitising of geomorphic
map boundaries for the key seafloor features identified in the gbr100
Abstract

grid, particularly for the inter-reefal area on the GBR shelf and in the
Coral Sea Conservation Zone (CSCZ). See map for CSCZ boundary at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/coasts/mpa/coralsea/index.html.
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GIS spatial analysis of the gbr100 grid was conducted in order to derive a
number of useful background datasets for assisting in the digitising
process, such as slope, aspect, hillshading, and dense contour lines.
The digitising initially focused on the deep-water (>100 m) environment
to develop geomorphic maps for the continental slope, Queensland and
Townsville Troughs lying within the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area (GBRWHA), and for the Queensland Plateau, Coral Sea Basin,
Tasman Basin, and Lord Howe Rise area lying within the adjoining Coral
Sea Conservation Zone (CSCZ). The project lastly focuses on the shallowwater (<100 m) environment to develop geomorphic maps for the GBR
shelf to complement the shallow reef feature maps provided by
GBRMPA. These shallow-water geomorphic features will be added to the
project as they come available.
Project 3DGBR aimed to develop a geomorphic classification of seabed
habitat types based upon a suit of standard geomorphic descriptors of
topographical and geological features (e.g. Heap and Harris, 2008; IHO,
2008). This work follows on from the development of the new 100 mresolution bathymetry grid for the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and offshore

Purpose

Coral Sea using all available data sources, called gbr100:
http://www.deepreef.org/bathymetry/65-3dgbr-bathy.html
These undersea landscape maps are required by marine managers to
examine how effectively the current network of zoning protects the
range of seabed habitats identified from the new depth model.
A full description of Project 3DGBR is available at:
http://www.deepreef.org/projects/48-depth-model-gbr.html
AUSTRALIAN HYDROGRAPHIC SERVICE NOTICE: Not to be used for
navigation. Certain material in this product are reproduced under
licence by permission of The Australian Hydrographic Service ©
Commonwealth of Australia 2010. All rights reserved. This information
may not be copied, reproduced, translated, or reduced to any electronic
medium or machine readable form, in whole or part, without the prior

Data limitations* (optional)

written consent of the Australian Hydrographic Service.
GEOSCIENCE AUSTRALIA NOTICE: This gbr100 DEM incorporates data
which are © Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia) 2010.
The Commonwealth gives no warranty regarding the data's accuracy,
completeness, currency or suitability for any particular purpose.
This dataset has been compiled from a wide range of data sources of
varying resolution and accuracy. The resulting gbr100 DEM has some
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reefs shifted by up to 500m in the Swain Reefs area, due to a lack of
source bathymetry data.

Preview Image * (optional)

GBRCoralSeaGeomorphicFeatures.jpg
The geomorphic datasets were manually digitised against background
datasets that were derived from the gbr100 grid (V2.0, 23 June 2011).
An explanation of the gbr100 grid development may be found in the
report:
Beaman, R.J., 2010. Project 3DGBR: A high-resolution depth model for
the Great Barrier Reef and Coral Sea. Marine and Tropical Sciences

Data lineage (optional)

Research Facility (MTSRF) Project 2.5i.1a Final Report, MTSRF, Cairns,
Australia, pp. 13 plus Appendix 1. Available at:
http://www.deepreef.org/images/stories/publications/reports/Project3
DGBRFinal_RRRC2010.pdf
Additional background source data were Landsat imagery used to assist
in digitising the boundaries of shallow-water geomorphic features, such
as the coral reefs and sand cays.
The Great Barrier Reef and Coral Sea Geomorphic Features are provided
as polygon shapefile layers within an ArcMap 9.3 mxd file, called
GBRCoralSeaGeomorphicFeatures.mxd. Additional shapefiles are
provided for the combined GBRWHA and CSCZ maritime zone
boundaries, the GBR shelf shallow-water reef and land features,
together with a background hillshade tif image of the gbr100 grid.
All geomorphic feature shapefiles were clipped within a single large
polygon shapefile that combined both the GBRWHA and CSCZ areas,
with a northern boundary limit at latitude 10° S, and western boundary
limit at the Queensland mainland coastline. The exceptions are the

Data file description* (optional)

GBRMPA-supplied GBR shelf shallow-water reef and land features,
which extend slightly north and south of the GBRWHA and were not
clipped within the large polygon.
All files are grouped within five Group Layers to provide a hierarchy of
map elements. For example, the finer-scale geomorphic features are
displayed on top of the broader-scale geomorphic features. Similarly,
within the Finer-scale Group Layer are geomorphic features, such as
cays, which are displayed on top of reefs. All finer-scale geomorphic
features were digitised at the 1:50,000 scale. All broader-scale features
were digitised at the 1:100,000 scale.
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The following data file description lists the five Group Layers, the
individual layer file names within each Group Layer, their definitions,
and how they were mapped or derived. All geomorphic features that
could be identified with names found within the literature are labeled as
such under the Field heading Name in the attribute table; otherwise
they are labeled U/N.
Group Layer 1. Boundaries
gbrwha_outer.shp
This Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area (GBRWHA) layer was
initially provided by GBRMPA using a GDA94 datum. The shapefile was
reprojected to the WGS84 datum, and then the western coastline
boundaries deleted to derive a line shapefile showing only the outer
boundary of the GBRWHA where it extends away from the mainland.
qld_gbrwha_cscz.shp
This line shapefile combines both the GBRWHA and Coral Sea
Conservation Zone (CSCZ) areas. GBRMPA supplied the original GBRWHA
shapefile (detailed above). Geoscience Australia provided the original
EEZ limit shapefile via the Australian Marine Spatial Information System
(AMSIS). These two shapefiles were combined and clipped in the north
at latitude 10°S. Note, this northern limit cuts off a small triangle of CSCZ
over Ashmore Reef. The southern limit was clipped at latitude 24°
29.903'S. The western limit was clipped at the Queensland mainland
coastline. This combined area was used to clip all geomorphic features
created in this project.
Group Layer 2. GBRMPA features
gbr_dryreef.shp
The GBR shelf dryreefs shapefile was initially provided by GBRMPA for
this project using a GD94 datum. The shapefile was reprojected to the
WGS84 datum and not modified in any other way. It is provided here
only for completeness but and products using this shapefile should also
acknowledge GBRMPA (see under licensing).
gbr_features.shp
The GBR shelf features were initially provided by GBRMPA for this
project using a GDA94 datum. The shapefile was reprojected to the
WGS84 datum, and then the Ashmore Reef polygon deleted due to a
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grossly incorrect position. The shapefile comprises Cay, Island,
Mainland, Reef, Rock and Sand features. Users may contact GBRMPA to
obtain details for the creation of these features. Any products using this
shapefile should also acknowledge GBRMPA (see under licensing).
Group Layer 3. Finer-scale features
coralsea_cay.shp
Cay is a sand island elevated above Australian Height Datum (AHD), and
located on offshore coral reefs and seamounts. Cays were mapped
initially using a shapefile provided by Geoscience Australia for this
project, and then their boundaries checked or remapped using Landsat
imagery as background source data to help delineate the white sand
areas against the surrounding ocean.
coralsea_dryreef.shp
Dryreef is rock/coral lying at or near the sea surface that may constitute
a hazard to surface navigation. Dryreefs were mapped initially using a
shapefile provided by Geoscience Australia for this project, which
identified those reef areas lying above approximately Lowest
Astronomic Tide (LAT). Landsat imagery was used as background source
data to check or remap their boundaries.
coralsea_reef.shp
Reef is rock/coral lying at or near the sea surface that may constitute a
hazard to surface navigation. For this project, the boundaries of reef
areas were mapped to show the outer-most extent of each coral reef
that could be observed in Landsat imagery, thus identifying the greatest
area of each reef observed in the Coral Sea. This methodology is
consistent with the methodology used to map the outer-most extents of
reefs on the GBR shelf conducted by GBRMPA.
coralsea_ridge.shp
Ridge is a long, narrow elevation with steep sides. In this project, ridges
were mapped as widely-scattered and uncommon, finer-scale features
identified in the gbr100 grid. These elongate ridges are distinct from the
smaller knolls or hills which have a more rounded shape. They are
usually found on the plateaus of the Lord Howe Rise.
coralsea_bank.shp
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Bank is an elevation over which the depth of water is relatively shallow
but normally sufficient for safe surface navigation. In this project, banks
were mapped as the base or pedestal boundaries of the coral reefs
found in the Coral Sea. For example, the coral atolls and reefs on the
Queensland Plateau are considered banks and their bases digitised
where they emerge from the surrounding flat seafloor.
coralsea_knoll.shp
Knoll is a relatively small isolated elevation of a rounded shape. This
shapefile also includes Abyssal hill, a low (100 – 500 m) elevation on the
deep seafloor. For this project, knolls and abyssal hills were mapped
using background datasets that showed relatively steep changes in
elevation contours and variations in slope gradients. Knolls are
numerous throughout the Coral Sea area and are greatly
underestimated.
coralsea_canyon.shp
Canyon is a relatively narrow, deep depression with steep sides, the
bottom of which generally has a continuous slope, developed
characteristically on continental slopes. Canyons were mapped by
closely following the narrow sides of canyon axes, digitising from the
foot of the canyon where they merge with the surrounding basin floor,
and up to the canyon head and into any connecting side gullies. This
project identified numerous canyons on any slope gradient >1° and are
also greatly underestimated across the area.
coralsea_seamount.shp
Seamount is a large isolated elevation >1000 m in relief above the
seafloor, characteristically of conical form. This shapefile also includes
Guyot, a seamount having a comparatively smooth flat top. Seamounts
and guyots were mapped mostly within the Tasmantid Seamount Chain
with elevations >1000 m. This project identified several large knolls and
hills close to 1000 m in height within this chain that may also be
seamounts but currently lack detailed bathymetry data.
Group Layer 4. Broader-scale features
gbr_shelf.shp
Shelf is a zone adjacent to a continent (or around an island) extending
from the low water line to a depth at which there is usually a marked
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increase of slope towards oceanic depths. The eastern boundary of the
Queensland continental shelf was mapped by closely following the
change in gradient along the shelf edge. The shelf break in the north was
at approximately 80 m and became deeper at about 110 m towards the
south. The western boundary was clipped at the Queensland mainland
coastline.
coralsea_slope.shp
Slope lies seaward from the shelf edge to the upper edge of a
continental rise or the point where there is a general reduction in slope.
The continental slope was mapped lying adjacent to the shelf and
extending into the adjacent deep basins and troughs. The shelf feature
was used to erase the western boundary of the slope and the various
basins and troughs erased the eastern slope border. The slope has
extensive canyons incising its surface.
coralsea_terrace.shp
Terrace is a relatively flat horizontal or gently inclined surface,
sometimes long and narrow, which is bounded by a steeper ascending
slope on one side and by a steeper descending slope on the opposite
side. In this project, one broad-scale terrace feature was mapped lying
on the slope between the Swains Reefs and Capricorn-Bunker Group of
reefs, and near the Capricorn Trough.
coralsea_plateau.shp
Plateau is a flat or nearly flat area of considerable extent, dropping off
abruptly on one or more sides. Extensive areas of plateaus were mapped
across the Coral Sea with the largest being the Queensland Plateau. Lord
Howe Rise consists of a series of plateaus separated by broad-scale
valleys linking adjacent basins and troughs. Plateau boundaries were
mapped around their bases where the gradient first becomes steeper.
The exceptions are the Marion and Saumarez Plateaus on the
Queensland continental slope, where the boundaries were mapped as
the slope gradient becomes flat or nearly flat.
coralsea_valley.shp
Valley is a relatively shallow, wide depression, the bottom of which
usually has a continuous gradient. This term is generally not used for
features that have canyon-like characteristics for a significant portion of
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their extent. The shapefile includes Hole, a local depression, often steep
sided, of the seafloor. Valleys and holes were mapped as long shallow
depressions that often separated the numerous plateaus. These features
link the basins and troughs that surround these plateaus, and in some
cases can be incised with finer-scale canyons.
coralsea_trough.shp
Trough is a long depression of the seafloor characteristically flat
bottomed and steep sided and normally shallower than a trench. In this
project, two trough features were mapped that are essentially long
basins. The larger feature is a combined Queensland and Townsville
Trough lying between the continental slope and the Queensland
Plateau. The smaller feature is the Bligh Trough separating the northern
slope and Eastern Plateau. Both trough features feed into the Osprey
Embayment and huge Bligh Canyon.
coralsea_rise.shp
Rise is a gentle slope rising from the oceanic depths towards the foot of
a continental slope. For this project, an elongate rise is mapped between
the Queensland Plateau and the adjacent Coral Sea Basin. The
Queensland Plateau is remnant continental crust from the Gondwana
breakup and so its seaward edge provides a geomorphic extension of
the Australian margin, albeit at a much deeper depth than the present
mainland margin. The rise was mapped where the gradient angle of the
Queensland Plateau seaward edge first becomes less steep and finishes
at the Coral Sea Basin abyssal plain. Another rise feature was mapped
between the southern continental slope and the Tasman Basin abyssal
plain.
coralsea_basin.shp
Basin is a depression, characteristically in the deep seafloor, more or less
equidimensional in plan and of variable extent. Basins were mapped
where their boundaries changed from generally flat to more steep
gradients. Plateau or slope features were used to erase and limit the
boundaries of the basin features. In the north lies the large Osprey
Embayment which has smaller plateaus lying within its area. The Cato
Trough is a large basin separating the southern continental slope and
plateaus of the Lord Howe Rise area. On the Lord Howe Rise are shallow
basins that surround the series of plateaus that lie on the Lord Howe
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Rise.
coralsea_abyssalplain.shp
Abyssal plain is an extensive, flat, gently sloping or nearly level region at
abyssal depths. Three abyssal plains were mapped where their gradients
became generally flat and at depths greater than about 4000 m. In the
north are the abyssal plains of the Coral Sea Basin and Louisiade Basin,
the latter being a failed arm of a rift triple junction. In the south, lies the
abyssal plain of the Tasman Basin.
Group Layer 5. Background image
gbr100_geo3.tif
This hillshade geotif image was derived from the gbr100 grid using
Fledermaus 3D visualization software with a depth colour scheme
configured to highlight the physiographic relief of the shallow shelf and
the deeper seabed features. It is provided here to give geomorphic
context to the seabed areas lying outside of the GBRWHA and CSCZ.
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HORIZONTAL DATUM: WGS84
Geomorphic datasets were derived from the gbr100 DEM (V2.0, 23 June
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2011) . The public release date for the initial Geomorphic Features
dataset V1 was 15 Feb 2012.
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Maintenance and Update

STATUS: Ongoing

Frequency (optional)

FREQUENCY: As needed, next update Jul 2012
COPYRIGHT: The content on this website is released under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Resource Constraints and
licensing

ATTRIBUTION: “© www.deepreef.org”
NOTE: The gbr_features.shp and gbr_dryreef.shp under the Group Layer
'GBRMPA features' are Copyright to the Commonwealth of Australia
(2007). Any products using these shapefile layers should show
acknowledgement in the form of “Data courtesy of the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority”.
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A 75MB zipped folder containing the Geomorphic Features shapefiles,
image files, ArcGIS mxd map file, metadata record, PDF map files and
Google Earth kmz file can be downloaded from:
http://ftt.jcu.edu.au/deepreef/3dgbr/geo/3dgbr_geomorph.zip

Online resources
The data files may also be downloaded from the Deepreef Explorer site:
http://www.deepreef.org/bathymetry/65-3dgbr-bathy.html
, and within the e-Atlas website:
http://e-atlas.org.au/content/gbr-jcu-3dgbr-geomorph
* This is a non-standard field that will be used by the e-Atlas team in managing the data. It will be made available
through the meta-data record as a linked document.
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